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ABSTRACT
It is well-established that numerous animals can perceive the geomagnetic field. This
ability, called magnetoreception, has been studied extensively but the mechanisms for how
animals perceive the geomagnetic field remain unclear. Understanding magnetoreception is vital
for characterizing the navigational abilities of animals and how biological systems interact with
magnetic fields. Recent research examining pigeons, an animal known to exhibit a magnetic
sense, identified two interesting genes that may be involved in magnetoreception. One of these
genes, calcium voltage-gated channel subunit alpha1 D (CACNA1D), contains a short amino
acid insertion (designated by the amino acids -KKER) in animals known to possess a magnetic
sense. However, only seven species were examined for this insertion to date. This study aims to
determine whether there is an association between this insertion in the CACNA1D gene and
magnetoreception across vertebrates. Using publicly available genomic data, this study suggests
that the ancestral vertebrate likely did not have a magnetic sense. Animals known to have a
magnetic sense, such as many birds, fish, and sharks have maintained this insertion, whereas in
humans, wolves, bears, bats, and other taxonomic groups, the insertion is mutated or completely
absent. Overall, these results suggest that this insertion has a dynamic evolutionary history,
characterized by many independent insertion and deletion events. If this insertion is related to a
magnetic sense, then these results imply that magnetoreception evolved multiple times
independently and allow predictions of whether unstudied species possess this unique sense.
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INTRODUCTION
A moving molten iron core causes Earth's
magnetic field. The flow of this core causes electric
currents that lead to the magnetic field (Figure 1)
[1]. The Earth’s magnetic field, also known as the
geomagnetic field, resembles a giant bar magnet, with
one magnetic pole near the south geographic pole and
Figure 1: Earth's magnetic field is shown by the

another magnetic pole near the north geographic pole.

various circles around the Earth. The direction of the
field is displayed by the arrows. The position of the

The geomagnetic field is essential for sustaining human
life as it shields the planet from the harmful effects of
cosmic rays and the solar wind by moderating particle

magnetic poles versus the physical poles is also
shown, with an ~11.5 difference between the two.
Image recreated from
Dunbar, Brian. “2012: Magnetic Pole Reversal
Happens All The (Geologic) Time.” NASA, NASA, 13
Apr. 2015

entry into the atmosphere [2].

https://www.nasa.gov/topics/earth/features/2012poleReversal.html

It is known that there are numerous animals able to perceive the geomagnetic field. A few
examples of animals with this ability are rainbow trout [3], spiny lobsters [4], moths [5], and
sharks [6] among many others. This ability is known as magnetoreception. Animals use the
geomagnetic field for a variety of purposes – for example, foxes align with magnetic north to
improve their hunting success [7], and sea turtles [8] use the geomagnetic field in order to
navigate their long distance, transoceanic migrations. Although scientists posit that
magnetoreception exists within certain animals, the actual mechanisms for how animals perceive
the geomagnetic field remain unclear [9]. Studies that have been done concerning this
biophysical mechanism have continued to be inconclusive and restricted, causing it to be a
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significant unanswered biological question [9]. The difficulties behind this stem from humans
not knowing where the sensory receptor (i.e., organ, tissue, or cells) would be located. Since it is
not a sense shared by humans, as well as the geomagnetic field knowingly being quite weak
(3.05 × 104 𝑛𝑇 ), it is challenging to conceptualize how this sense functions [9]. There are,
however, several proposed mechanisms for magnetoreception including i) electromagnetic
induction, ii) radical-pair-based magnetoreception, and iii) magnetic-particle-based
magnetoreception.

Electromagnetic induction
Electromagnetic induction in animals is based on the principle that magnetism and
electricity are directly related. Induction is the generation of an electric current in a changing
magnetic field. Induction occurs in a conductor (e.g., copper wire) when moved in or out of a
magnetic field – similar to the mechanism of how a standard electrical generator works. Earth
produces a magnetic field and animals existing in this field can sense changes in electric
potential by cells expressing voltage-sensitive channels [10]. If the animal is in a conductive
medium and the current is able to flow through the animal, then the animals can perceive or
detect this electrical current. This process has only been found in elasmobranch fish such as
sharks, skates, and rays because of their highly developed electrical sense [11]. These
elasmobranch fish have numerous sensitive conductors throughout their ampullae of Lorenzini
that act as reference potential so that induced voltages through their pores can be detected. It may
appear at first that for electromagnetic induction to be possible, based on the previous details
presented, that the electrosensitive animal must be traveling in an electrically conductive
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environment, such as water. However, there are theories that an electromagnetic induction
mechanism is possible in birds as well [12]. There is experimental and mathematical evidence
that pigeon semicircular canals (long and slender tubing in the ear canal known to help with
balance and movement detection) can be magnetically stimulated by nearby electromagnetic
fields [12]. Occurring within the endolymph of the semicircular canals, a pigeon’s hair cells act
as electronic receptors [10]. Although magnetoreception through electromagnetic induction was
proposed over fourteen decades ago, this theory remains limited to a few species with a strong
electrical sense [10].

Radical-pair chemical magnetoreception
A radical pair is composed of two radicals (molecules that have an unpaired electron with
a parallel or antiparallel spin) simultaneously created during a chemical reaction [13]. Radicalpair-based magnetoreception is a leading hypothesis for magnetoreception, especially in birds
where it is best studied. This mechanism propounds that the spins on light-dependent, radical
electron pairs can form a signaling state that could enable animals to visualize the geomagnetic
field [10]. Certain proteins found in animals, called cryptochromes, are known to use light
energy to form these radical pairs. These proteins are thus potentially magnetically sensitive
[13], making them of extreme interest to researchers. Cryptochromes are widely expressed in the
retinas of birds and are hypothesized to require blue light to create the radical pairs and thus for
navigation. This proposes questions about animals that magnetically navigate at night when blue
light is not readily available [13]. Cryptochromes are also known to be directly involved in
circadian rhythms for animals [14].
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Magnetic particle magnetoreception
Magnetic particle-based magnetoreception is the theory that there is an accumulation of
magnetic particles in the body of an animal which act as microscopic compass needles. Magnetic
crystals of the mineral magnetite (Fe3O4) have been discovered throughout the bodies (mainly
the skull) of many animals, including vertebrates. For example, magnetite has been reported
from the lateral line of eels [17], salmon [17], and in the upper beaks of pigeons [13].
Additionally, magnetite crystals have been identified in invertebrates known to utilize the
geomagnetic field to orient themselves such as nematode worms, mollusks, insects, and
crustaceans [13]. Known as a mechanical magnetic sensor, these magnetite crystals in the body
may force secondary receptors and associated cells to align with the ambient magnetic field [16].
The rotation of the magnetite crystals has also been proposed to be directly involved in opening
and closing ion channels [16]. The strongest evidence for a magnetic particle-based mechanism
has been observed in pigeons and trout – perhaps the best studied organisms for their magnetic
sense [13].

Candidate magnetoreception genes
These three putative magnetoreception mechanisms each make predictions about what
genes might be involved in this sense. For a radical-pair mechanism, cryptochrome (cry) is the
primary candidate gene. Cryptochrome is an ultraviolet-A (UVA; blue light) photoreceptor and
iron-containing protein that has been found in both plants and animals [17]. It has known
functions such as controlling aspects of plant growth and, as mentioned above, circadian rhythms
in animals [17]. A 2008 study [18] offered evidence that fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster)
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responded to magnetic fields under a full spectrum of light but showed no responses to the
magnetic field when the UVA part of the spectrum was removed. This implies that UVA is
necessary for Drosophila melanogaster to perceive the magnetic field, suggesting that
cryptochrome may be involved. Some uncertainties presented behind this proposed radical pair
mechanism are founded on the fact that there are different levels of cry expression depending on
species [19]. Additionally, this protein is globular and therefore must work with a membrane
protein in some way, so further research must be done to see if it is interacting with other
proteins and/or if its activity is restricted to birds’ retinal cells [17].
From the perspective of a magnetic particle-based mechanism, another candidate gene for
magnetoreception is ferritin. Ferritin is a polymeric protein composed of many subunits of
ferritin and is a trafficking protein used for excess iron storage [3]. It can store up to 4500
oxidized iron atoms as hydrated iron oxides, including ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic crystals
[20]. Studies have connected ferritin to the biomineralization of magnetite, possibly making it
involved in creating or fixing magnetoreceptors after exposure to strong magnetic pulses [3].
For example, researchers have exposed rainbow trout to magnetic pulses, and found that these
pulses resulted in the increased expression of ferritin in the brain [3]. One of the largest
reductions in gene expression was in the hormone prolactin (prl), which has been shown to be
involved in stimulating the retinae of rainbow trout [3]. Prolactin is involved in numerous
functions so more research will need to be done to understand its potential involvement in
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magnetoreception. Recent research on pigeons, an animal known to exhibit a magnetic sense,
identified two interesting splice isoforms of genes that may be involved with magnetoreception
[12]. One of these genes, Calcium Voltage-Gated Channel Subunit Alpha1 D (CACNA1D), had
a 10-amino acid insertion in animals known to have a magnetic or electric sense [12]. In humans,
the CACNA1D gene encodes membrane channels essential for cardiac pace, hearing, hormone
secretion, and shape neuron firing and plasticity [21]. It is found mainly within sinoatrial nodal
cells and cochlear inner hair cells [22]. Mutations in this gene have consequences such as
Sinoatrial node dysfunction and
deafness syndrome [23], cardiac
arrhythmias [22], primary
aldosteronism [24], as well as
involvement in the autism spectrum
and epilepsy [25]. The protein is a
Figure 2: Insertion of 10 amino acids filled with amino acid lysine
residues (K) and noted as “ -KKER” sequence recognized from cloning
of CACNA1D PCR products from sharks and skates. Shown in green is
the CACNA1D intracellular loop. A BLASTp search was performed for
the CACNA1D gene to identify the presence of the -KKER sequence in
other species. The first 3 species are known to have magnet-tactic
abilities and have the insertion/deletion, while the others do not.
Recreated from
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2019.09.048 Nimpf et al., “A Putative
Mechanism for Magnetoreception by Electromagnetic Induction in the
Pigeon Inner Ear.”

voltage-gated calcium channel
expressed all over the body [22]. It is
specifically involved in the
transportation of positively charged
calcium ions across the plasma

membrane. In this experiment, pigeons (Columba livia) were placed in a molded body harness
inside a Faraday cage within a magnetically shielded room. While immobilized, a magnetic field
was rotating around them until a full axis rotation on all planes was achieved. Quantitative PCR
analysis of pigeon tissues (brain, pineal gland, retina, cochlea, vestibular epithelia, respiratory
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concha, skin, heart, muscle, liver, and spleen) was done to determine expression levels of the
various CACNA1D splice isoforms [12]. The authors concluded that CACNA1D was broadly
expressed in all tissues except for the respiratory concha, muscle, and liver. Cloning of the PCR
products led to the discovery of a rare isoform containing a 10-amino acid insertion with a
characteristic -KKER amino acid motif [12]. A BLASTp (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) search
with a 50-amino acid sequence of pigeon CACNA1D was conducted to find other vertebrates
containing the -KKER insertion motif. Nimpf et al. [12] noted that this sequence was found in
skates, sharks, and pigeons – all animals known to have a magnetic sense. However, only seven
species were examined for this polymorphism (Figure 2).
Our study is the first to investigate the presence of the -KKER motif insertion on such a
large scale, as well as look at its evolutionary origin among vertebrates. This was done by
reconstructing the ancestral CACNA1D sequences from which extant vertebrate sequences are
derived. Fish and birds are the two groups of vertebrates that are most frequently studied in the
field of magnetoreception. Because of this, we would expect to see this insertion most
frequently in fish and birds if CACNA1D is involved in one of the three previously highlighted
mechanisms for magnetoreception. If CACNA1D is involved in electromagnetic induction, we
would expect to find the insertion mainly in fish species, particularly those known to migrate
long distances or with keen electrical senses (i.e., elasmobranchs). This mechanism is consistent
with the electrical charges modulated by calcium ions moving across the membrane. If a radical
pair-mechanism of magnetoreception utilizes the CACNA1D insertion, we expect a large
proportion of birds having the insertion, or at least an insertion early in the avian evolutionary
history that results in a widespread phylogenetic distribution. Lastly, in species with likely
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magnetic particle-based magnetoreception such as sea turtles and salmonids, we predict that
CACNA1D is less likely playing a critical role and thus the presence of the insertion may appear
more randomly distributed. In summary, the results indicate that convergent evolution of this
insertion in vertebrate evolutionary history occurs often, is dynamic, and was surprisingly absent
in the ancestor of vertebrates.
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METHODOLOGY
The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI;
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) is a governmentally funded scholarly resource that holds a
substantial amount of genomic data and tools for analyzing genomic data. The search query
CACNA1D under the protein database was used and the Orthologs tool was selected. Originally,
317 sequences were downloaded for this experiment, however five of the sequences had to be
removed. We downloaded the 317 vertebrate CACNA1D protein sequences from the NCBI
official Orthologs database as of March 1st, 2021. We aligned these sequences using MuscleWS
[26] and subsequently trimmed them using Jalview [27]. To trim, we retained 100 amino acids
upstream and downstream of the insertion-deletion site (around position 1790 using MuscleWS)
on an aligned sequence (Figure 3), then subsequently realigned using MuscleWS. From the
trimmed alignments, we were able to label the presence or absence of the insertion in each
species. We downloaded a known phylogenetic tree of all species included from the TimeTree
(http://www.timetree.org/) database [30]. In this phylogenetic tree, we assigned the lancelet
(Brachiostoma floriidae) as an outgroup to vertebrates. We labeled each species based on
whether they had or did not have the insertion. We then used MEGA [31] to perform ancestral
state reconstruction. Ancestral state reconstruction (ASR) is the technique of calculating the
probability that a specific amino acid or nucleotide is found at a specific ancestral node in a
phylogenetic tree. To reconstruct the most likely ancestor at a node, the total possible
combination at the ancestral node is added to compare which amino acid or nucleotide is most
likely at that position. Using the phylogenetic tree and an aligned amino acid sequences, ASR
will return an output of the probability of each amino acid at each labeled node of the tree. This
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was performed using both the maximum parsimony (MP) method and the maximum likelihood
(ML) methods [28] using the JTT substitution model implemented in MEGA [31]. Then, the
analysis reconstructed whether the insertion was present or absent in each node of the inputted
tree.

Figure 3: Trimming the aligned sequences. The sequences were aligned in MuscleWS. We selected all amino acids over
a hundred amino acids away from the insertion/deletion on the left and right sides. Shown here (red box) we are
selecting and trimming the amino acids over one hundred positions away from the insertion/deletion (red circle) on the
left side. After both sides were deleted, the sequences were realigned.
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RESULTS
Insertion within Different Vertebrate Classes
After data cleaning and ensuring that the species used overlap with species present in the
TimeTree database, we were left with 297 vertebrate CACNA1D sequences. Of the 297 total
species analyzed, only 48 (16.2%) were observed to have the insertion in CACNA1D
hypothesized to be related to magnetoreception (Table 1). The group with the highest proportion
of species with this insertion were the birds (49.7%), followed by the group with the next highest
proportion of the insertion, reptiles (27.3%). Fish and mammals had very similar proportions of
the insertion in their groups with only a 0.4% deviation from each other. Birds also had the
highest number of insertion (n=7) and deletion (n=11) events in their evolutionary history (Table
1).
Table 1 This table highlights all the species sampled and their insertion/deletion events.
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Figure 4 Collapsed phylogenetic tree created using Maximum Likelihood techniques. Insertion events are noted with
a plus (+) whereas deletion events are notated with a minus (-). The tree shows a set of possible amino acids (states)
at each ancestral node based on their inferred likelihood at each site. This analysis involved 297 amino acid
sequences. There was a total of 634 positions in the final dataset. Evolutionary analyses were conducted in MEGA X
[31]

The results from the ASR identified that the insertion can be found at positions 212 to
236 of the alignment. Species either had a deletion at these positions or some variation of the KKER insertion from position 227 to 236. The Mongolian camel (Camelus bactrianus) was the
only species observed that had neither the deletion nor the -KKER (or similar lysine-rich) motif.
Instead, the camel had a 25-amino acid long sequence present (Figure 5). There were nine
different variations of this insertion. Birds, reptiles, and fish all had two different insertion
variations in their respective groups. Mammals had four different insertion variations. The
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insertion seen most frequently was IFVRKKERWL which was seen 35 different times, 34 of
which were observed in birds (Table 2).

Figure 5. Image of the spreadsheet of the ancestral state reconstruction performed depicting the deletions, -KKER
motif insertions, and special camel insertion seen within 10 different species are highlighted.

Figure 6 Visualization of the different groups and the presence of the insertion or deletion vs the stand-alone camel
insertion.
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Table 2 This table details the different species seen to have different types of insertions. The most frequent variation
of insertions was mainly observed in birds.
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DISCUSSION
The study by Nimpf et. al identified the -KKER insertion in CACNA1D from pigeons,
however our study found six different variations of these 10-amino acid insertions, with the most
common being IFVRKKERWL (n=35), followed by the insertion ICVPKKKRYL (n=5). This
study refers to all similar 10-amino acid insertions observed as the lysine-rich -KKER insertion
coined by Nimpf et. al [12] (Tables 1 and 2).
As previously mentioned, the motivation to explore the CACNA1D insertion in
vertebrates stemmed from research conducted on pigeon models by [12]. Our results matched
with those shown by Nimpf et al. in all regards (mouse, human, frog, and zebrafish did not have
the insertion whereas the skate did) except within the pigeon Columbia livia. Where Nimpf et al.
found an insertion, our results indicated a deletion. This is very interesting as the inspiration for
this project was based off research performed utilizing this species. Nimpf et al. stated in their
paper that they utilized cochlea and vestibular system splice isoforms as they were more
compatible PCR products [12]. Our sequences were downloaded from the NCBI database, and
therefore is often the most generalized, longest, or common isoform of this protein. Nevertheless,
future research should focus on the specific isoforms of CACNA1D within the cochlea and
vestibular system of vertebrates. PCR should be done for species of interest noted with deletions
to confirm that there are truly no isoforms containing the insertion for this protein.
Our results support the idea that this insertion in the CACNA1D protein may be linked to
radical-pair-based magnetoreception in vertebrates. This is due to the fact that almost half of the
birds sampled in this study possessed the -KKER insertion. This is compared to many fewer fish
with this insertion, with only two of the 53 fish sampled possessing it (Table 1). Because of this,
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the radical pair-based mechanism for magnetoreception is the most likely mechanism at play
with CACNA1D. CACNA1D genes have been seen to be expressed all over the body, including
retinas, where the idea behind radical-pair-based mechanisms is believed to occur. It is possible
that there is not one mode of magnetoreception, but multiple mechanisms working independently
or together. Reptiles are a species that has not been researched deeply for their magnetic sense,
however several were seen to have the insertion in this study. This makes sense as evolutionarily,
birds are reptiles. Sea turtles, unlike birds, are believed to perceive magnetic fields using a
magnetite-based mechanism which predictably does not require the use CACNA1D.
Interestingly, the reptiles with a CACNA1D insertion were not sea turtles (one of the only
reptiles currently known to have magnetic abilities), but common lizards (Podacris muralis and
Lacerta agilis), a common snake (Pantherophis guttatus), and painted turtle (Chrysemys picta).
The common wall lizard (P. muralis) has been seen to align their bodies with the geomagnetic
field [32]. This is interesting because both the common wall lizard (P. muralis) and closely
related sand lizard (L. agilis) possess the ICVPKKKRYL insertion. The painted turtle is a
freshwater turtle, but not a long-distance migrator. A recent study suggests that the painted turtle,
Chrysemys picta, can navigate intricate terrain by utilizing spatial memory developed by the time
the turtle is four years old [33]. They are also able to find their way home after displaced 100
meters in varying directions [34]. This may be due to an understanding of the magnetic field as
studies have shown that an understanding of the geomagnetic field assists with spatial memory of
a species’ environment [35]. A closely related freshwater turtle, the juvenile common snapping
turtles (Chelydra serpentina), has also been found to navigate using radical-pair based
magnetoreception [32].
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Before performing the ASR using the ML method, we ran a MP version of the analysis.
The results between ML and MP methods differed substantially. One of the most noteworthy
differences was that the -KKER amino acid motif was present in the ancestral vertebrate in the
MP reconstruction but not in the ML reconstruction. However, in our results we have limited
discussion to only reference the results seen for ML. The goal of MP is to find the simplest
explanation of given data whereas the goal of ML is to find the optimal way to explain the data
given a specific evolutionary model of amino acid changes (i.e., JTT model). This means that the
MP results demonstrate “the state requiring the fewest number of changes” [29]. We decided to
reference the results highlighted in the ML tree for this study because ML for ASR has proven to
be more accurate than MP when there are varying rates of evolution across genome sites [29].
An issue with ML found in this study is that genetic change is not surprising, but with ML
changes are frequent, making ML unsuitable in some cases [29].
The geomagnetic field is ubiquitous, relatively stable, and probably as old as the Earth
itself. For these reasons, we believe that many organisms, from invertebrates to vertebrates,
would have developed methods to perceive the geomagnetic field at some point in their
evolutionary history, and therefore would have this insertion if the two are linked. If so, the
question of whether this insertion was lost over time and where in invertebrates it was lost would
need to be investigated further. Future research should include ML and ASR for CACNA1D in
invertebrates in addition to other candidate magnetoreception genes. There should also be
research in the future that discusses whether amphibian and reptile species possess
magnetoreception abilities. There are many potential impacts that come with exploring the
significance of this insertion-deletion motif in CACNA1D. If support for this insertion being
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involved in one of the three mechanisms of magnetoreception is not found, we could begin to
create another hypothesis for the mechanism behind magnetoreception that involves CACNA1D.
We could learn when this gene arose and whether it is involved with magnetoreception using
ASR techniques. With these techniques, we may also be able to consider the most-likely
ancestral state, which in turn means proposing a hypothesis for the original magnetotactic
animal, which would be a large stride in evolutionary and sensory biology. According to results
seen, it is indicative that the ancestral vertebrate either had no magnetic sense or at least not a
mechanism that is dependent on the CACNA1D insertion. If a connection is made that links
together a mechanism for magnetoreception and this motif, we would also be able to predict
additional vertebrates with magnetoreception that may not have been looked at or considered
previously, adding variety to the pool of species with known magnetoreception abilities.
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